Abstract-A full time-domain analysis is presented of the radiation properties of array antennas composed of identical, mutually translationally shifted, pulsed electric-current excited elements. An expression is derived for the radiated field in the farfield region, the parameters in which provide the basis for studying the pulsed-field beam-shaping and beam-steering properties of the array. Mutual coupling is neglected. Computational results illustrate the influence of the different parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
U LTRAWIDEBAND (UWB) systems have pervaded the wireless technology, with ultra-fast digital transfer and high-resolution (medical) imaging as the fastest growing areas of applicability. A key enabler in designing any UWB system is the characterization of antenna (arrays) over very large bandwidths. Such tasks are habitually carried out by resorting to the instruments of the frequency-domain (FD) theory of (array) antennas, with standard textbooks (such as [1] ) fully covering the relevant features and performance metrics. However, the FD analyses and metrics are ill-adapted for UWB radiation studies [2] .
The pulsed electromagnetic (EM) field radiation is adequately studied via time-domain (TD) instruments. Such analyses are less frequent in the literature, with [3] - [8] discussing the theoretical background, [2] the beamforming, and [9] - [11] the applicable performance metrics. Here, we note that, in an attempt to establish parallels with the well-known FD grating lobes, [10] employed trains of pulses as excitation. Nonetheless, in digital communications, (long) trains of pulses limit the achievable data rate, with coded single-pulse excitation offering superior performance. Then, we henceforth restrict the term "pulsed EM field" to single-pulse excitation.
This type of radiation was examined analytically for thin wire radiators in [12] [14] . Furthermore, [5] and [7] analyzed array antennas operated in this regime. The pulsed EM field radiation properties of an antenna array composed of electric current carrying elements are studied analytically in this letter via a full TD methodology. The number of elements is arbitrary but finite. The elements are excited by pulsed electric currents fed into them via a one-port Kirchhoff circuit. Our analysis can serve a purpose in the design of UWB and/or pulsed EM field sparse arrays.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONFIGURATION
The antenna consists of , identical, mutually translationally shifted, pulsed electric-current excited elements (Fig. 1) . Position in the configuration is specified by the position vector . The time coordinate is . Let denote the spatial support of the reference element, and let be its characteristic set, i.e., for , where is the piecewise smooth boundary of and is the (unbounded) complement of in . The spatial support of the with respect to translationally shifted element has the characteristic set . The support of the entire array is .
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wave speed . Each element is accessible via a one-port Kirchhoff circuit. The volume densities of electric current in are in case its Kirchhoff circuit port is excited with a Dirac delta pulse and, correspondingly (1) in case its Kirchhoff circuit port is excited with the electric current , with denoting time convolution. Neglecting mutual coupling, we have for (2) III. RADIATED FIELD
The radiated field is expressible in terms of the electric-current potential that satisfies the vector wave equation
With for (4) as the Green's function of the scalar wave equation (5) it follows that for (6) in which denotes spatial convolution (extended over ). From Maxwell's equations, the corresponding electric and magnetic field strengths are [13, and (26.3-2)] (7) (8) where denotes time integration .
IV. TD FAR-FIELD RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS
Let the far-field expression as
with as the reference center and as the unit vector in the direction of observation. The far-field radiation characteristics are then interrelated by [13, 
By rewriting this time convolution, it follows that constructive interference of the element contributions occurs if for
The resulting specifies the direction of the main beam ("direction of steering").
VI. AREA DENSITY OF RADIATED ENERGY
The energy radiated by the array is expressed as (14) in which is the area density of radiated energy in the direction . Since the embedding medium is lossless, can be expressed in terms of the far-field quantities introduced in Section III. The EM energy balance (the Poynting theorem) and (9)-(14) lead to (15) Using (9)- (11), it follows that (16) with denoting the free-space electromagnetic wave impedance.
VII. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
Sections IV-VI provide the full TD expressions of the far field radiated by an array antenna in its dependence on the parameters involved (positioning of the elements, pulse shapes, and amplitudes of a sequence of feeding electric currents). The purpose of these numerical illustrations is to elucidate the role of these parameters on beam shaping [the beam steering following by adjusting the time delays in (12) ]. The examples will also highlight the constructive and destructive interference of the fields radiated by the array's elements.
In our analysis, we use polar diagrams of the quantity (17) namely the area density of the radiated energy normalized with respect to the one corresponding to an isotropic radiator. The shape of the electric current pulses is taken to be the one of the normalized power-exponential (PE) pulses [15] (18) where is the pulse amplitude, the pulse rise time, the pulse rising power, and the Heaviside unit step function. For the majority of practical applications, can be taken as integer, a choice that is henceforth enforced. In [15] , it was shown that such pulses can be generated by means of simple passive circuitry. Note that a sequence of such unipolar pulses cannot lead to destructive interference unless amplitudes of alternating signs are used. This implies that if nulls are desired, somewhere a change in sign has to be impressed.
Henceforth, we focus on linear arrays with elements located along the -axis. The elementary radiators are taken to consist of electric current carrying thin wire segments, the far field radiated by these segments being discussed in the Appendix. Such a typical radiator is the rhombic wire antenna [16] (see Fig. 2 ). In all experiments, and , with being the pulse time width of the feeding electric current. For this type of radiator, the has the "doughnut" shape that is characteristic for dipoles, with the nulls in the direction perpendicular to the rhombus's plane (the relevant plots are omitted for brevity).
A. Uniform Array Analysis
First, we study the behavior of broadside, linear, uniform arrays consisting of eight rhombic antennas. The is plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for interelement spacings of and , respectively. The plots clearly illustrate the beamwidth decreases with increasing interelement spacing and, implicitly, total array length, thus corroborating with FD array antenna theory [1, Ch. 6] . Furthermore, despite the huge interelement spacing in Fig. 4 , there is no indication of grating lobes onset. Instead, there is a single endfire sidelobe.
B. Nonuniform Array Analysis
Second, we study a nonuniform array synthesized according to the Cyclic Difference Sets (CDS) placement strategy introduced in [17] . For consistency with the analyses in Section VIII-A, the -CDS in [18] is used, 1 thus providing eight elementary radiator positions. The initial uniform lattice employed for applying the CDS thinning is adjusted such that the array length coincides with that of a -spaced uniform array (four times shorter than that studied in Fig. 4) .
The in case of the nonuniform array has the same general features as for the uniform array. For highlighting the differences, the is plotted in Fig. 5 for the uniform and the CDS arrays. The two arrays provide the same beamwidth, this being a direct consequence of their lengths being the same (as is the case with FD arrays). The main difference is in the sidelobe region, where the CDS array has a more uniform behavior, with the sidelobe level being constantly below that of the uniform array, except in the region of the notches. This type of behavior can be put in correspondence with that of the FD CDS arrays that, theoretically, have a uniform sidelobe level.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The radiation properties of array antennas composed of an arbitrary number of identical, mutually translationally shifted, pulsed electric-current excited elements were studied via a full time-domain analysis. Analytical expressions of the far-field radiated field were obtained in the case of a feeding pulse signature that can be generated by means of simple circuitry. For a unipolar pulse excitation, the radiated field distributions feature a narrow beam in conjunction with low sidelobes. Moreover, the radiation from these array antennas is free of grating lobes even for extremely wide interelement spacing. Such properties make pulsed electric-current excited arrays attractive for a range of practical applications requiring UWB operation under strict radiation mask restrictions. The results of this Appendix can serve as a building block in the designing of polyhedral wire structure arrays. In view of (20) and (22), it is readily observed that (16) consists in this case of terms of the types for
for (24) for (25) with and representing the "time delays" occurring in the relevant expressions. These terms need being multiplied by geometry-dependent factors and, possibly, divided by , when applicable. For the excitation in (18) 
